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Back to the Future

One More Time
Toxic Trains?
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Trains could play a major
transportation role in a sustainable future. Meanwhile
we bemoan the neglect and outright abuse that Canada’s passenger train system has endured over the last
30 years.
We applaud the growth of freight traffic on the
trains over the last two decades, which now carries 60
percent of Canadian land cargo, and the continual effiency of container shipping.
The Watershed Sentinel continues to advocate the
use of the train corridors as a North American grid for
renewable electric energy, powering the trains and being recharged by the trains, as well as picking up and
distributing local generation along the way.
But there are a few bad aspects to trains, as folks
along the lines can recount. Most passenger trains don’t
carry holding tanks, so they dump sewage along the
tracks. Train accidents are a major cause of neighbourhood evacuations due to fear of toxic chemical spills.
Probably hundreds of thousands of people have been
affected over the years. And Canadian trains lately have
had a frightening record of accidents apparently caused
by the combination of overlong trains and sharp turns.
And now the little train that never has lived up to its
potential, the E&N line on Vancouver Island, wants to
revert to the use of herbicides to kill the weeds and bushes that can obscure the track. This notion of spraying the
tracks — and the creeks and streams which are drained along the tracks — has been successfully opposed several times in the past on Canada’s
West Coast, and now it’s back to the
future, one more time.
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FROM THE EDITOR
No Easy Fix
Money’s tight these days for almost all social justice and environmental causes. Greed seems to have dominated our media these last
few years, and our politicians have responded with a fit of Mean. Meanwhile the need to pay attention to root causes and radical solutions is
greater than ever, from gang shootings in Toronto to species extinction
in BC and babies everywhere bathed in toxic chemical in their mothers’
wombs.
Used to be there was money for the easy fix — creek clean ups, food
banks at Christmas — mostly band aid projects, but ones which encouraged activists to organize.
No more. The voices for change are being choked off with brutal
economics, with, at best, necessarily temporary deals with resource extraction corporations.
Which brings us directly to the Canadian federal election. The notvery-conserving Conservatives seem to think the market can protect the
environment it lives in (So just who is paying for all that nuclear waste?
Talk about deficit financing!) The Liberals have plans in play right now,
under the PR rubric of “Smart Regulations” to ensure the ministries of
environment and fisheries lose the pathetic remnants of power they still
have. In our opinion, the federal NDP under Jack Layton has more creditability on the environment and is greener than it has ever been before.
As for the Green Party, it is transforming itself from a voice for radical change in the way we relate to the earth and each other to the voice of
reason, of voluntary pollution prevention, of tax shifting, of negotiation.
In fact, the party platform, although richer in detail, is barely distinguishable from the Liberal policy announcements of the last decade. And
all is not well inside the party. Despite core constitutional rhetoric about
sustainability, the Green Party has shed environmentalists like a bear its
winter coat in the last six months. From the outside, the dynamics look
like an old-fashioned purge.
So where to park a green vote? We’d call it riding by riding, candidate by candidate, for whoever shows a glimmer of understanding of our
predicament. If the NDP has a chance in your riding, give them a boost.
If the only voice for the earth in your riding is the Green Party, by all
means support them, warts and all.
We have work to do on all our politicians, after the votes are counted.

When you want your message to reach thousands
of concerned and active readers, please
contact us for our rate sheet and media kit, at
ads@watershedsentinel.ca or phone 1-877-4216688. Next issue ad deadline: February 22th.
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BEAR FUTURES

Control of the
Trophy Hunt
Conservation Organization
and First Nations Buy License
BC-based Raincoast Conservation Society, with the
support of five coastal First Nations, has bought one of
the largest trophy hunting licenses in North America, in
an unprecedented move to make conservation the primary
objective in managing wildlife – not sport or profit.
No public funds were used for the purchase of the
$1.35 million commercial license, which covers an area of
Photo Ian McAllister, Raincoast Conservation Society
more than 20,000 square kilometres of wildlife rich habitat,
including grizzly bear, black bear and the rare white Spirit
or Kermode bear, along with wolf, cougar and wolverine
will provide the necessary foundation for our communities
populations.
to build a sustainable wildlife viewing industry,” stated
“Buying the commercial trophy hunting rights is a
Kitasoo/Xaixais band manager Percy Starr. “Ending the
major first step towards shutting down the carnivore trophy
resident trophy hunt is the next step.”
hunt on the coast of BC,” said Ian McAllister, Conservation
Central Coast First Nations land use plans have forDirector for Raincoast. “The next move is in the hands of
mally endorsed an end to carnivore trophy hunting in trathe province.”
ditional territories. “For over one hundred years the large
The license purchase follows years of controversy over
carnivores of the BC central coast have been negatively
the trophy hunting of large carnivores in the Great Bear
impacted from commercial trophy hunting, today a new
Rainforest, including First Nations opposition to the sport
relationship is being forged between coastal wildlife and
hunt, decisive action by the European
coastal communities,” said Heiltsuk
Union to ban the importation of griz“Our value system does Chief Ross Wilson.
zly bear parts from BC and threats of not support killing animals
“Promoting sustainable businesses
international boycotts from the tourism for trophies...”
— Wuikinuxv like wildlife viewing makes economic
industry.
Nation Chief Alex Chartrand
sense – the tourism industry applauds
“We view this unprecedented initiathe work of Raincoast and the coastal
tive as part of a larger effort to create a conservation-based
First Nations,” said Eric Boyum, of BC Commercial Bear
economy on the central coast,” said Wuikinuxv Nation
Viewing Association. The license will be operated by RainChief Alex Chartrand. “Our value system does not supcoast Outfitters Ltd., while Land Use Plans are negotiated
port killing animals for trophies and our communities are
with the province. Individual donors from nine countries
working hard to develop a sustainable wildlife viewing
contributed to the license purchase; the vast majority came
industry.”
from Canadian sources.
The wildlife-viewing sector in the Great Bear Rain—Press Release, Wuikinuxv Nation, Heiltsuk Nation,
forest is growing exponentially and represents increasing
Coastal Bear Viewing Association,
employment opportunities for coastal communities. “This
Raincoast Conservation Society, December 2005
WATERSHED SENTINEL
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Unhealthy Solutions

on the E&N Line

Photo by Sean Avery

by Matthew Kemshaw
After fifteen years of chemical free pest control, the
E&N Railway on Vancouver Island is moving to reinstate
herbicide spraying along its rail line. Community members up and down the line are concerned and with good
cause; pesticides are made to kill. They want answers.
Why, after fifteen years, are we regressing back to harmful environmental pollutants? What are the pertinent
health concerns of such regression? And who do we contact to fight against this spraying?
The rail line has been in operation on its run from
Victoria to Courtenay since August 13, 1886 when, on
the east side of Shawnigan Lake, Prime Minister John
A. MacDonald drove the last rail spike through the
earth. The Esquimalt and Nanaimo Railway (E&N),
ran independently up the eastern coast of Vancouver Island for over ninety years until it was purchased by the
larger VIA Rail, who continued to provide passenger and
freight service until Rail American purchased the line
in 1998. Working in affiliation with VIA, Rail America
has stopped freight service on the line as of 2001 amid
increasing concern over the train’s economic viability
within a changing modern transportation landscape. With
financial concerns growing and fewer people choosing
rail as a means of travel, the E&N is looking to cut costs
and increase efficiency wherever possible; and so we arrive at the current dilemma of proposed herbicide use.
The immediacy of the situation demands that those
who see the potential for harm from herbicide spraying
act now. The Pest Management Plan (PMP) for the E&N
Rail line, developed by Streamline Environmental Consulting, is to take effect this coming spring. Two strains
of non-residual herbicides will be used to control what
Streamline deems as “the present, intolerable vegetation
conditions” which exist along the railway tracks. While
concessions have been made to limit the amount and
types of herbicides to be used (as a result of previous
community outcry), the two strains still pose considerable health concerns to adjacent communities.
Both strains are deemed as non-residual herbicides
which act only when in contact with plant specimens. Unlike other herbicides which can linger in the soil for up to
JANUARY-FEBRUARY 2006
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Mechanical Control: Problems
For the last fifteen years mechanical control of plant
pests has been the main method of overcoming the problem
of plant growth. In this method, a cumbersome mechanical
train bearing the machinery to heat water to a high, high
temperature ran slowly along the tracks, zapping everyGlyphosate
thing under and on the rail ties with a super heated film
One of the two sprays to be used contains the active
of steam. The problems with this treatment are its costs,
ingredient glyphosate and is virtually identical to the comdue mainly to the fact that it requires a huge amount of
mercially available Round-Up weed killer. While glyphofuel. Global warming never liked mechanical control, and
sate is the most common agricultural pesticide used in the
neither did the E&N’s accountants. Hand treatment is also
world, its formulations have been shown to pose a plethora
required to remove pesky scotch broom from the side of the
of problems to both animal and plant communities living
rails, which created considerable headaches as well for the
around treated areas. [See “It’s Official,
accountants.
Or At Least Scientific: Round Up Kills
The final problem with mechanical
Global warming
Frogs,” Watershed Sentinel, Sept/Oct.
control
is the fact that it is not doing a
never liked
2005.] Some herbicides also have a tensupremely effective job. Plants that are
mechanical control,
dency to accumulate in the fatty tissue of
killed by the steam lie dead on the tracks,
and neither did the
animals that come into contact with them.
and these plants create soil for more plants
E&N’s accountants.
The risk of water contamination is
to grow. And so we arrive at this juncture
perhaps the most significant concern to
of intolerable vegetation conditions. Herhuman and environmental health. While the active toxin
bicide sprays are the most cost efficient solution and so they
glyphosphate is claimed to become inactive upon contact
have been awarded the job, despite the risk.
with the soil, up to 99% of the components of a given herbicide spray are inert and unstudied. Some studies suggest
Community Actors
that many relatively weak or commercially “safe” sprays
This risk has spurred a diverse array of actors into
can actually be causes of a variety of cancers in humans.
speaking out against the proposed spraying. Alberni-Qualicum MLA Scott Fraser has spoken out in the legislature.
Sylgard 390
School districts up and down the island have voiced conWhile herbicides obviously pose some serious threats
cern. Many municipal leaders have also voiced strong obfor those living in the path of the E&N’s trains, they are not
jections to the project, viewing it as a matter which can only
the only worry. Streamline’s PMP proposes the use of a siliadversely affect their community. Individuals and groups
con based surfactant known as Sylgard 390 in concert with
from virtually every place touched by the line have also
the herbicides to help improve the efficacy and uptake of
been adamant in protest against herbicide spraying in their
herbicide sprays. While the chemical will reduce the overall
own backyard. Growing awareness has created growing
amount of herbicide needed to do the job, it is known to be
concern to the point now where people are starting to act.
highly lethal to amphibians.
Protests, although not yet scheduled, are gaining
All of these worrisome factors could be negated were
momentum as leaders speak of days of action in which
it not for “the present, intolerable vegetation conditions”
those opposed to this project can come out and voice their
which exist along the E&N rail line. As the train pulls out
concerns. The idea of a protest train full of dissenters to
of downtown Victoria it passes through nearly every major
be greeted by further protesters at each stop is rapidly
community on the east coast of Vancouver Island before it
spreading. The hope is that increased awareness will create
reaches its final destination in Courtenay. Each community
increased dissention against the project, to the point where
is breeding pests on the tracks, small but persistent biomass
E&N officials, the government, or both will realize that
which climbs up the steel, over the rail ties and into the
herbicide spraying in our back yards is not an option. To
path of each and every locomotive that passes. This is a
come on board contact Jill Thompson at the Sierra Club’s
concern, as too much plant life can cause train derailments,
BC Chapter in Victoria, phone 250-386-5255 or email
lure grazing wildlife into the path of oncoming trains, and
jill@sierraclubbc.org.
obscure signage along the route. The growing must stop.

Apparently herbicides are the only way.
Matthew Kemshaw, a student, environmentalist, and
five years, these two contain molecules which are quickly
absorbed by soil particles rendering them inactive and less
mobile. While these non-residual herbicide sprays are better than their residual and temporary residual cousins, they
are in no way free from health concern.

friend, would rather not be explained in 25 words or less.
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Around The World
tial for deploying solar panels and wind turbines in these
countries is far greater than previously supposed.
In Guatemala, wind estimates are estimated at 7,000
megawatts. In Sri Lanka, the SWERA assessment found
land wind power potential of about 26,000 MW, more than
ten times the country’s installed electrical capacity. Ghana
reveals more than 2,000 MW of wind energy potential,
mainly along the border with Togo. By some estimates,
Africa needs 40,000 MW of electricity to industrialize.
—United Nations Environment Programme,April 2005

Major Victory for Arctic Refuge
In December the US Senate deleted a provision
which would have allowed oil drilling in the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge (ANWR) from an unrelated bill on
funding for defense. Two Republicans and one Independent
Senator voted with Democratic senators to achieve this win,
while four Democratic senators voted against the ANWR.
The World Wildlife Fund comments that “this enormously important and hard-fought victory for conservationists and the Gwich’in people of Alaska and Canada was
a result of inspiring teamwork.” WWF members alone sent
over 200,000 letters in the past year.
For over 20 years, oil companies have been heavily lobbying to open the coastal plain — the biological heart of the
wildlife refuge and the range of the Porcupine caribou herd
— to oil drilling.
—World Wildlife Fund, December 2005

Equadorans Burn BC Mine Buildings

Ecuadoran villagers opposed to Ascendant Copper
Corp. of British Columbia’s proposed mine in their region
burned down a company building after a day of protests.
The company said the building was a medical clinic, but
independent aid workers said they had never
heard of a medical clinic in that building. An
When villagers
Polluted Aquifers: China
environmental group, Defensa y Conservaburned the
cion Ecologica de Intag, said on its website
mine building,
that more than 300 community members
About 90 percent of Chinese cities are
the
company
from about 20 villages in the Intag area of
suffering from underground water pollution,
promised
an
Ecuador recently voted to burn down the fawith the north of China being more seriously
Environmental
cilities and redistribute the company’s land
polluted than the south. Underground water is
Assessment.
as a show of protest.
the source of drinking water for nearly 70 perOpponents allege the mining project
cent of China’s population and is the source of
will
cause
massive
deforestation, contaminate rivers and
some 40 percent of the country’s agricultural irrigation, but
streams
with
heavy
metals,
and harm mammals and birds
is contaminated with both organic and inorganic pollutants,
facing
extinction.
Ascendant
said the company plans to
a new state report says. Meanwhile coastal cities in southern
submit
an
environmental
impact
assessment of the project
China are suffering from salt water surging up the rivers on
to
the
government
and
area
communities
within days.
winter tides, so that water cannot be used for drinking or
even gardening. A drought has reduced water flows in the
—BBC, CBC Radio, December 2005
rivers by over half, giving the salt water access.
Takings from the Aquifers
—Xinhua News, China News Service, Agence France
Press, December 2005
Landowners’ property rights extend to the groundwater beneath their land in Ohio, according to the Ohio
Mapping Renewable Development
Supreme Court. Under the ruling, interference with that
Thousands of megawatts of new renewable energy
artisan water, such as large wells for urban development
potential in Africa, Asia, South and Central America have
which lower the groundwater table, becomes a “taking,”
been discovered by a pioneering project to map the solar
entitling the landowner to compensation.
and wind resource of 13 developing countries. The multi—Ohio Plain Dealer, December 2005
million dollar project, called the Solar and Wind Energy
Resource Assessment (SWERA), is proving that the potenWATERSHED SENTINEL
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Have You Heard
Greenhouse Gases CEPA Toxic

before they can be captured. Although 50 and 100 lb cod
are common in New England, the stocks have still not
reached historical levels. Actions stem from the legallyenforceable Sustainable Fisheries Act, passed in 1996. Ten
thousand square miles of Georges Bank off Maine is closed
to bottom trawling to provide breeding habitat, and monitored by satellite.
—http://news.telegraph.co.uk/december 2005

At the end of November the federal government
added six greenhouse gases to Schedule 1 of the Canadian
Environmental Protection Act 1999 (CEPA 1999). The addition allows for the introduction later in 2006 and implementation of regulations to ensure large industrial emitters
meet their commitments to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 45 megatonnes by 2008-2012.
The decision to add GHGs to CEPA follows on the
worldwide scientific consensus that there is sufficient and
compelling evidence to conclude that greenhouse gases
constitute or may constitute a danger to the environment on
which life depends.
—Environment Canada, November 2005
GMO in Europe

Canada Fights Ban on Draggers

Canada is opposing a UN resolution which would
endorse a ban on bottom trawling in international waters.
Canada is afraid the ban would extend into the Canadian economic zone, where Canadian fishermen engage
in the practice of dragging huge weighted
nets along the ocean floor. Greenpeace and
10,000 square
other environmental organizations have been
miles of Georges
working on the international ban. Last year,
Canada succeeded in getting the resolution
Bank is closed to
watered down into an expression of concern
bottom trawling.
for marine life.
—Globe and Mail, December 2005

In November Switzerland decided in a
referendum that until the year 2010 no genetically altered food will be grown or harvested.
The moratorium does not apply to imported
processed foods and does not forbid field trials. The referendum passed with a 55% majority.
Meanwhile, Denmark has become the first European
Union country on Wednesday to win EU permission to
compensate farmers who have detected genetically modified (GMO) material in traditional or organic crops. The
government will compensate farmers and then recover the
costs from the farmer whose fields spread the contamination. Farmers planting GMO crops will pay into a fund for
this compensation. In line with EU laws on GMO traceability and labelling, compensation will only be granted
to farmers if the presence of GMO material exceeds 0.9
percent.
—Basel Appeal Against Genetic Engineering, Planet
Ark World Environmental News, November 2005

Monitors Show Impact, Cut Use
Ontario’s Hydro One has found that monitors which
display home energy consumption tend to reduce consumption by around seven to ten percent. Hydro One tested the
impact of 500 indoor energy use monitors in homes in small
towns in Ontario for a year. A simple in home display can
cost less than $100 and can be self-installed. Meanwhile,
Ontario has mandated the installation of $1 billion worth of
“Smart meters,” which will allow the utilities to introduce
different rates for off-peak use.
—Toronto Star, December 2005
Puget Sound Gets Attention

New England Fish Stocks Rebound

Washington State environmental groups are praising Governor Christine Gregoire for her commitment to
achieve a clean and healthy Puget Sound by 2020. Her
three-part agenda includes deadlines and accountability,
—People For Puget Sound, December 2005

Fish stocks in New England have increased by one
third over the last decade and the size of cod and haddock
has also rebounded. Fishermen credit the minimum mesh
size of the nets set by New England Fishery Management
Council. The large holes ensure that fish have bred twice
WATERSHED SENTINEL
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Provincial Overcut Increases
Of the close to one billion cubic metres forecast to be beetle kill, one to two-thirds will
be left on the landscape.

Year
2000
2005

Allowable Cut (cubic metres)
71,429,075
82,500,311

by Jim Cooperman
catch” of other green tree species is being exploited and
feller bunchers often mow down the young trees (advanced
regeneration) that would have matured far sooner than the
seedlings getting planted in the cutblocks. Plus there is the
increase in negative impacts on watersheds, recreation values and wildlife habitat.

T

he beetle epidemic, fuelled by climate change, is
resulting in huge increases in the province’s Allowable Annual Cut (AAC). Recently, chief forester Jim
Snetsinger announced the latest increases: 745,000 cubic
metres/year (m3) in the Okanagan Timber Supply Area and
200,000 cubic metres for Tree Farm License 49. All told,
the provincial increase so far has been 14,790,039 m3 and
the forest service is already looking at another 8,115,207
m3 increase.
The impact on ecosystems and on future harvest levels
will be significant. Lodgepole pine forests account for approximately 25 percent of the forestland base and most of
these trees are forecast to be dead or dying within the next
ten years.
The actual amount of wood logged has lagged behind
the allowable cut levels. The “undercut” has varied from
2.5 million to as high as 9 million cubic metres in 2001. In
the interior of the province, companies are still ramping up
their operations to be able to cut more pine. On the coast,
the cut had only been propped up due to high cedar prices,
which are now falling. Most quality timber on the coast is
now gone and companies can no longer find markets for
the hemlock that dominates the remaining stands. Logging
costs on the coast are also a factor, as it is very expensive to
log these hard-to-access forests.
Coastal companies have been pressuring the government to get into the second-growth forests. If they are successful, the Ministry of Forests will require that the AAC
drop significantly, because the remaining stands of old
growth hemlock will have to be removed from the timber
harvesting land base; companies cannot find markets for
it. Meanwhile, on their vast private forest land holdings on
Vancouver Island, companies have been creaming off the
second growth, with much of this quality timber shipped
offshore as raw logs.

Voodoo Growth
Part of the AAC increase is also due to a leftover
policy from the 1990s, the Innovative Forestry Practices
Agreement (IFPA). Forest companies have been awarded
increases in Merritt, Vanderhoof, Kamloops and most
recently, the Okanagan timber supply areas. Supposedly
these companies have demonstrated that their innovative
practices will result in higher growth rates and thus deserve
higher cut levels, even though most foresters now admit
that no forestry practice can result in increased growth. Instead, these companies have used voodoo growth and yield
data to predict the trees are growing faster than previously
estimated. Predicting faster growth in the face of climate
change impacts such as drought, disease and more bugs
seems absurd.
The entire forest industry stands like a house of cards.
Once the beetle-killed pine has been logged, the crash will
likely be significant. Already, mills are closing or have
closed across the province — in Malakwa, Midway, Clearwater and elsewhere. Often the softwood war is used as a
scapegoat, when the real cause has been decades of overcutting that has focused on easy access, high quality stands
of timber. Since companies have been planting too many
blocks with lodgepole pine, the impact could stretch on for
many decades, especially now that the beetles are decimating plantations as young as twenty years.
If forestry were managed to sustain all forest values,
the chief forester would require licensees to focus as much
of the cut as possible in beetle-killed lodgepole pine forests.
Recent forest service harvest billing data shows 40 percent
of the volume logged coming from lodgepole pine, but ideally the percentage should be double. Interior forest companies should have to switch to logging only beetle-killed
pine during the epidemic so the AAC would not have to
increase, more non-timber values could be protected and
the impending falldown would be lessened.

Salvage Problems
Despite the increased cut in the interior, much of
the massive volume of dead lodgepole pine will never be
logged. Of the close to one billion cubic metres forecast to
be killed by the beetles, anywhere from one to two-thirds
will be left on the landscape. Nonetheless, problems abound
with the massive increase in salvage logging. Companies
are taking advantage of the urgency to log, the relaxed
regulations, and the lack of government monitoring. A “byWATERSHED SENTINEL
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Many other companies have not
yet said whether they will be reformulating their US products to meet the
European Union standards.
—http://www.safecosmetics.org
Food Additives Add Up

Make-up Makeover
This good news is more than a
cosmetic fix. Two major manufacturers of make-up products have
confirmed that they have removed a
number of toxins from their formulas.
The move comes in response to new
European Union (EU) rules that ban a
wide variety of hazardous compounds
from consumer products. Rather than
use different formulas in different
countries, Revlon and L’Oreal have
opted for a one-size-fits-all approach
that applies Europe’s trend-setting
standards throughout the world.
In a classic example of how the
effects of laws regulating toxic materials can easily cross borders and
influence other parts of the world,
Revlon and L’Oreal announced that
they were in full compliance with new
European Union regulations banning
a wide variety of known or probable
carcinogens, mutagens, and reproductive toxins from personal care and
make-up products.
Key among the ingredients no
longer being used were several types
of phthalates, including DBP (dibutyl
phthalate) and DEHP (di(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate). Emerging evidence
has linked exposure to phthalates
to reproductive and developmental
disorders, cancer, organ damage,
asthma, and allergies.
WATERSHED SENTINEL

Combinations of common food
additives, at levels similar to those
that enter the bloodstream from
typical children’s snacks or drinks,
have been found to interfere with the
growth of nerve cells and signaling
systems in test mice. The findings
were published in the journal Toxicological Sciences in December.
Researchers at the University of
Liverpool examined the effects on
nerve cells in the laboratory by using
a combination of four common food
additives — aspartame, monosodium
glutamate (MSG) and the artificial
colourings brilliant blue and quinoline yellow. The effect of mixtures of
food additives were more potent than
the individual compounds.
The colours used in the research
are synthetic dyes certified as safe
food additives in the EU. However,
brilliant blue has been banned in several European countries in the past.
Quinoline yellow is banned in foods
in Australia, Norway and the US. Previous research has shown that MSG
and aspartic acid, one of the breakdown compounds in aspartame, are
neurotoxins, according to the authors
of the study.
The Aspartame Information
Service, which represents the sweetener industry, dismissed the research,
saying that it exposed mouse cells in
the laboratory to undigested aspartame: “When we consume aspartame
it is broken down in the digestive system to common dietary components.
Aspartame has been in safe use for 25
years and has been reviewed and approved by more than 130 countries.”
—The Guardian, December 2005
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Cleaner Schools
Next September, schools in New
York State will be required by state
law to begin using environmentally
sensitive, or “green,” cleaning and
maintenance products. Gov. George
E. Pataki signed the bill in August,
eight months after he signed an executive order requiring all state agencies and authorities to do the same.
The move was prompted by health
concerns. According to the Environmental Protection Agency, allergic
reactions to poor indoor air quality
keep 10,000 American children out of
school each day. For information on
Canadian initiatives see www.leas.ca
or “Playing It Safe,” Watershed Sentinel, Nov/Dec 2005.
—Sun-Bulletin Binghamton NY,
November 2005
Bisphenol A (BPA) linked
to brain tissue damage
The chemical bisphenol A (BPA),
widely used in products such as food
cans, milk container linings, water
pipes and even dental sealants, has
now been found to disrupt important
effects of estrogen in the developing
brain. A University of Cincinnati research team, headed by Scott Belcher,
PhD, reports in the December 2005
journal Endocrinology that BPA
shows negative effects in brain tissue
“at surprisingly low doses.”
“These new studies are also the
first to show that estrogen’s rapid
signaling mechanisms are active in
the developing and maturing brain
in regions not thought to be involved
with sexual differences or reproductive functions,” Dr. Belcher said. BPA
has often been implicated in disease
or developmental problems and has
been shown to increase breast cancer
and prostate cancer cell growth.
—Medical Research News,
December 2005
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From Our Readers
Junk Mail - let’s start a movement

The Watershed Sentinel welcomes letters but reserves the
right to edit for brevity, clarity, legality, and taste. Anonymous
letters will not be published. Send your musings and your missives to: Watershed Sentinel, Box 39, Whaletown, BC V0P 1Z0
editor@watershedsentinel.ca

Tired of getting all that Junk Mail
Canada Post delivers these days? Here’s one
thing you can do about it.
Recycle the junk: look for the postage
prepaid envelop enclosed and fill it with
junk mail of your own (the original advertising, flyers, McDonalds coupons etc - you get the idea).
Make it overweight! Mass mailings (junk mail) operate on
very thin profit margins. If just 5% of us recipients use the
prepaid envelop to mail the junk back, the profit margin
will drop, hopefully to zero if not into the negative.
Another idea that works for magazines advertising
free trial subscriptions is to sign up under a slightly false
name (change just one letter) and tick the ‘bill me later’
box. I once received eight invoices (one per month) for the
same subscription, all to be ignored, and never another
invite to subscribe!
Let your inner activist emerge: pass this on to as
many people you can (your address book!), and we may
finally be able to put an end to Junk Mail!
Renate Kroesa, Halfmoon Bay BC

lating leadership of various grassroots campaigns would
accept and understand the differences in roles and positions when parleying with the leadership of the larger
ENGO’s (and vice versa). Acceptance, understanding, appreciation, and trust would characterize these relations.
3. In the Best of All Worlds, local issues and interests
would be integrated into the larger campaigns aimed at
saving broader tracts of wilderness. The few “postage
stamp” sacrifices made in such campaigns would be clearly agreed upon, consensually derived and voluntary.
4. In the Best of All Worlds the maintenance of required funding would be considered essential, as a jointly
needed resource, by both big ENGO’s and the grassroots.
5. “Point of sale” market campaigns are frightfully
expensive. Full-page ads in the New York Times are pricey.
Coupling such actions with simultaneous communitybased initiatives, and strategically located actions (e.g.,
conscientious, non-violent, civil-disobedience) would create a comprehensive, full spectrum response that Industry’s public relations would find difficult to neutralize.
6. In the Best of All Worlds, democracy is culturally
framed, encouraging people to listen to each other attentively and respectfully. For democracy to be effective
everyone’s thoughts, hopes and suggestions have to be
received and understood - and in a social context, this requires both “good speakers” and “good listeners.”
We at BC Pathways believe democracy to be most
hopeful, as a project, when anchored in trusted community
relations, mutual understanding and friendly cooperation.
Dani Rubin, BC Pathways, Victoria BC

Future BC Environment Movement
BC Pathways, a small, local, grassroots organization,
wishes to comment on the future of BC’s environmental
movement.
1. In the Best of All Worlds, there would be a seamless continuum between grassroots environmentalists
and environmental professionals. The big ENGO’s would
regularly call on the grassroots for help (mainly human resources, creative energy and public mobilization) and the
grassroots would often receive the financial and institutional (research and logistics) support of the Big ENGO’s.
2. In the Best of All Worlds, the emergent and circu-

QUADRA CREDIT UNION
The Discovery Island’s Full Service
Financial Cooperative
Serving our members since 1941

Quadra Island Office – 250 285 3327
Cortes Island Office – 250 935 6617

www.quadracu.com
WATERSHED SENTINEL
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More From Our Readers
Missing in Inaction

The challenges are large enough and the needs great
enough that we can accommodate an incredible diversity under the umbrella of stopping this madness. The up
front folks in the tree tops drew the line in the sand. If we
couldn’t protect Cathedral Grove we might as well turn
the whole island over to the chain saws of the industrial
foresters and the bulldozers of the real estate developers.
The reason that a right wing newspaper editor is ranting
about the protestors not representing the public is precisely
because the opposite is true. ‘Methinks he doeth protest
too much.’
For those who belittle the contribution of those who
put themselves between the fellerbunchers and the trees I
would remind them that without those determined souls the
parking lot would already be paved, the remainder of the
giant trees outside the boundaries of the tiny park already
clearcut.
For those who bemoan the lack of contribution of the
mainline ENGOs I say, so be it. The grassroots groups
will become the next Greenpeaces of the World and they
too will get tired and sclerotic and ineffective and the next
generation will come along that will make us look like a
generation of ‘Uncle Toms.’
May the Forest Be With You
Phil Carson, Qualicum Beach BC

photo by Phil Carson

Speaking for the ignorant unwashed masses who dare
to trespass in the world of our betters , untutored, uninitiated into the esoteric world of the ENGO as we may be, I
suggest it may be us, the humble peasants, the uncarved
blocks from the world of Zen, who may just be able to see
the forest for the trees.
....Here in the watershed of the Cathedral Grove bio-region once again the public is pointing out that the emperor
isn’t wearing any clothes. With the rare exception of a few
ideologically blinded newspaper editors and ex politicians
everyone on this part of the island recognises the absolute
travesty of what is going on in our forests, what is happening to our water, our wildlife, our fish, our economic,
cultural, and spiritual integrity.

Tsunami Aftermath
Dr. P.S. Mohan of the Andaman Island branch of Pondicherry university gave a talk for my class today about
the effects of the tsunami on the Andaman and Nicobar
Islands. Due to the subduction of the underlying plate, the
north and west side of the chain was uplifted by as much
as 2.5 metres while the south and east sides subsided by
the equivalent amount into the sea. Large areas of corals
sit right above the new high tide line, others still submerged were left in tatters by the force of the waves and
still others were drowned in sediments. Moving inland,
mangrove forests subsided and then were flooded with
sea water that now can’t escape and the forests have died,
leaving grisly-looking brackish ponds that he said could
only be used for mariculture. The brick backwalls of shops
and homes parallel to the seafront were blown right out.
In spite of the massive foreign donations and so many
international organizations availing themselves to the
cause (albeit in a totally uncoordinated and impractical-tocorrupt style) many people are still without homes or livelihoods. It’s the same story here on the Indian southeast
coast, in Sri Lanka, and in Indonesia. I met a renewable
rural energy and conservation expert named Terry Hart

Cathedral Grove Update: For over four years,
local activists have stymied the BC government’s
attempts to cut old growth trees on the floodplain
of the Cameron River at famous Cathedral Grove
Park on Vancouver Island. Due to rising traffic, the
government wants to build a parking lot for tourist
access to one of BC’s only remaining easy-access
old growth stands. The activists have used every
tool in the box, from a year and a half of tree sitting
to a fish habitat assessment, while the government
ponders its options. To find ways you can help stop
a parking lot being bulldozed into a wetland and elk
winter habitat, go to: www.cathedralgrove.se
WATERSHED SENTINEL
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A Letter from the Future
Winter of 2026
Dear Chris,
I haven’t written to you in a long time. I am writing
from my place here on Vancouver Island, in a beautiful
co-housing complex in Courtenay. I moved here several
years ago, when life became very difficult and expensive
on Cortes Island. It is good being here in so many ways, a
bit cold though. Last night the thermometer dropped to -15
Celsius! and we have had lots of steady snow for the past 3
weeks. Salsa3, my new boxer, really doesn’t like this white
cold stuff, me neither, I am too old for this - I should be on a
nice Mexican beach, enjoying the sun and Margaritas, and
I’m not only talking about the drink (on second thought, I
am also too old for that).
As you probably have heard, the coastal
weather has dramatically changed in the past 15
years. We now have extremely hot summers and
very cold winters. But this is nothing. I heard
from Pablo, my grandson living in Oaxaca, that
they had lots of snow down there. Can you imagine the impact for the Mexican farmers? They have
lost complete crops of mangoes and avocados for several
years in a row. I heard that Florida is in the same situation
with their oranges, and in France many vineyards have lost
their crops, now, that is a tragedy! Oh well, all this was predicted for so long, but we didn’t listen, right?
Let me tell you, between problems caused by climate
change and rising gas prices, things have changed around
these islands. Many things went very wrong, but we have
managed to survive and things are now turning for the better.
As you probably remember, because of the oil crisis,
the cost of oil kept steadily rising to $95 a barrel (this is
American dollars) in 2008. The price of gas in Canada exceeded $2 a litre. Here on the islands, we were paying from
$2.10 to $2.75 or so, depending on the island. By that time,
the so-talked peak oil was finally accepted by all countries.
No one could deny anymore that the world was running out
of oil.
One of the first casualties was the ferry service. In late
2009, service to the smaller islands was cut to 3 times a
week. The ferry between Vancouver Island and the mainland kept running every day, but with less trips. The prices
all increased more than 250%. Can you imagine the impact
on everything brought to the islands?
Because of this, traffic on the islands had a dramatic
decline starting in 2007 or so. Tourists were not bringWATERSHED SENTINEL

ing their vehicles (that was a good thing!) On the smaller
islands, driving your own car became a luxury. We were
forced to share rides as much as possible; car co-ops became very important; small, electric and hybrid cars were a
hot commodity. We used bicycles or just walked as much as
possible. At this time, we finally understood why sprawling
development was so bad!
I remember that some of the small islands joined efforts
to send a delegation to visit several Amish communities and
learn from them their transportation modes and ways of living. They brought back many fantastic ideas.
They started to build fleets of pedicabs, and by adding
electric motors made them very practical and successful.
Another idea that worked very nicely was having
horse-cart co-ops. The carts are a copy from the
Amish, so beautiful, also made in the islands.
In 2011 on Vancouver Island we started to see
fields of sunflowers, wheat, corn and soybean for
the production of biofuels, like ethanol and biodiesel. Complete fleets of public and school buses,
taxis, and municipal cars and trucks were converted
to run on biofuel in the cities. By 2015 this was a huge success. The main slogan for this program was “Our cars love
peace and are clean, they run on biofuel.” I think this came
after the Americans’ tried to justify their never-ending war
in Iraq by saying, “Our cars and SUVs love Iraqi Oil.”
By the way, I remember reading that this biofuel industry was already a success in Brazil by 2005! Go figure! I
wonder who really were “developing” countries?
But the most important thing is that the sprawling syndrome that was destroying the island finally slowed down.
Many smaller clustered communities emerged, close to
basic services, schools and work. One of the best examples
in this area was the fantastic Dockside Green complex in
Victoria, a complete green-city for about 2,000 people,
using high-performance efficiency practices in all its development.
The same peak oil crisis also caused more price increases from BC Hydro. Tired of waiting for solutions from
the government or BC Hydro, the Nanaimo community
formed a Renewable Energy Society in 2009. It took them
2 years to get consensus and enough funding to build their
first four wind turbine towers, which provided enough energy for more than 1,000 houses. Many households installed
their own solar, wind and geothermal systems.
By 2015 several islands were generating a good per12
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centage of their energy; by 2018 more than 60% of the
houses across Vancouver Island were running on renewable
energy generated from private or public systems, and of
course, we all have learned to use less energy, build green,
small, efficient houses, etc. The whole thing had some kind
of a “green ripple effect.”
I still wonder why we had to wait so long to do this?
I remember that many countries in Europe started these
programs in the 1990s.
A major issue for the smaller islands was the dramatic
population increase up to 2012 or so. The turning points
were the cost of living, garbage, and water capacity. Because of the high cost of living, many families moved to
the mainland, looking for better opportunities. At the same
time, we realized that waste and water were real, physical
limits to growth in these islands. Let me explain..
When the cost of sending our garbage off island became too expensive, we had to look for local solutions,
meaning local landfills. For the smaller islands this was a
huge problem, due to the rock. We all learned that, even
more important than recycling, was reducing our consumption, reuse and repair, and guess what! We started to generate less and less garbage.
Fresh water was another big problem. In Victoria
they had so many problems that every summer they had
to restrain water usage. Collecting rainwater, conserving
water and treating greywater in all households became so
important.
Producing local food and many other products became
highest priority. We finally understood the concepts of true
simplicity, the ideas of self-sufficiency; community co-ops
and sharing many things became key objectives for all
these communities.
Talking about producing local food, it seems to me that
this has been the most important, and positive, thing that
has happened through all these years, not only for these
islands, but for the whole world. After so many years of
pushing the benefits of “global food,” we found out that the
theory was flawed. For instance we realized that monocultures require massive amounts of pesticides, herbicides
and chemical fertilizers. All the ideas of genetically modified crops were so wrong. And
then, probably the worst of all,
transportation costs and the
impact of moving all this food
around the world was absurd.
You know about these
things - I remember you used
to work in this field, right?
WATERSHED SENTINEL

You, and so many other people around the world always
said that “globalization” was
wrong in so many aspects. It
was good to see how around
2013 many of the McDonalds
and Starbucks around the world
were sold and transformed to local businesses, selling only
locally-grown products. After so many years, “de-globalization” was a reality!
Again, why did it take so many years to understand all
this?
I should stop this letter, but there are so many other
things to tell you. You would not believe what happened
with all those shameful McMansions that became so popular early in this century on all these islands. You saw a few
of those the last time you came for a visit, remember? Just
briefly, let me tell you about a couple of cases. Around
2003-06 a few very wealthy Americans built massive
“summer houses” on some of the small islands. The environmental and social damage was huge as you can imagine,
and they caused a false property value increase, worsening
the lack of low income housing. The only positive thing was
the creation of temporary jobs for a few people; the owners
truly believed they were helping the local economy.
By 2010, one of these homes had been for sale for years,
for an enormous profit of course. However nobody was interested; the place was just too big and too expensive. A
local group put together a proposal to transform the house
into a multifamily complex - they offered half the asking
price and got it. They made several renovations to make it
greener and it is now a beautiful co-housing community.
On other islands, several very large waterfront houses
were built so close to the water that around 2014, they had
terrible problems because of the sea water rise. The tides
and waves started to hit their foundations so badly that they
needed to build tall concrete walls for protection. This was
very expensive and ugly. After a few years, they tried to
sell the houses; nobody wanted them. Nowadays, part of the
concrete walls have collapsed, the houses are abandoned
and have become large monuments to human greed and
stupidity.
I will tell you more next time. I promise to keep writing.
Until then mi amigo, please give Ellen and the kids a
big abrazo from me,
Norberto Rodriguez dela Vega.
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Climate Change
Turns Forestry
On Its Head
Chief Forester Jim Snetsinger is worried and so is the Deputy Minister of Forests and Range,
Doug Konkin. And they should be, as the latest projection for the beetle epidemic shows 80
percent of the province’s lodgepole pine forests to be dead or dying within ten years.

E

by Jim Cooperman
arly in December, the Ministry organized a onestrated that current management practices simplify forests
day symposium and a follow-up workshop in
and end up reducing “resilience to evolving disturbance
Prince George called “The Future Forest Ecosysregimes brought by climate change.” Brushing, spacing
tems of BC – Exploring the Opportunities.”
and thinning have been proven to be costly and usually
In a note to the invited workshop participants, Snetsineffective and often increase the risk of disease. Broadinger noted, “…. we are facing a number of challenges in
leaf trees, especially birch, that are routinely cut to reduce
managing our forest ecosystems into the future. Factors
competition, should often be left standing, as her research
such as climate change, the increasing impact of fire and
shows how conifers benefit from underground transfers of
biotic disturbance agents pose significant concerns. These
nutrients through mycorrhizal networks linking the roots of
concerns have raised the question of whether the current
the different tree species. The mountain pine beetles have
management paradigm will be able to respond effectively
also been attacking younger plantations and where the trees
to the challenges.”
have been spaced, the damage is most severe.
The symposium was a real wake-up call. On day one,
speaker after speaker outlined the problems that forestry
Free Growing Regulations
faces and provided a litany of management failures, the
Simard led the charge by laying part of the blame
impacts of which are being further exacerbated by climate
on the free growing regulations that require licensees to
change. Participants first heard about the global context for
ensure cutblocks are filled with conifers that are growing
BC’s future forests from UBC professor Rob Kozak. Given
free from competition. “Planting pine or fir and removing
rapidly increasing global population growth and consumpbirch to meet free-growing has the potential to increase
tion, the rapidly growing tree plantations in more southern
disease, reduce soil microbial diversity, and alter nutrient
locations will out-compete BC for cheaper wood products
cycles, with implications for long-term productivity and
in commodity markets. His solution is to move towards proresilience to infestations,” explained Simard. As well, in
ducing more value-added products using less volume, thus
BC, lodgepole pine dominates planting programs, even in
allowing BC forests to provide more ecological services.
forests where there was little pine prior to logging. As a
Ministry of Forests and Range climate expert Dave
result, the area with pine has tripled in size in the last one
Spittlehouse provided predictions for the future climate.
hundred years.
By the year 2080, mean temperatures will have increased
Resilience became the
anywhere from two to four
“In British Columbia, we have resorted to short symposium’s buzzword when
degrees, while overall precipitation levels may not be term, minimum cost tactics at the expense of a vi- Simard recommended that
affected. However, the trend sionary, committed strategy that can sustain our en- it serve as the goal when
could likely be drier sum- vironment and natural resources, our communities, designing future forests that
and local and, provincial economies. I question the above all need to be diverse.
mers and wetter winters.
future we are creating for long term environmental,
With increased heat
will likely come more fires
UBC forestry professor social and economic sustainability.”
—Jane Perry, RPF (past president of Association of
and this will impact the timSuzanne Simard explained
BC Forest Professionals), Forum, July/August 2005
ber supply, reminded Brad
how research has demonWATERSHED SENTINEL
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Hawkes with the Canadian Forest Service. And fire probability is also increasing, as the area of forest that is more
susceptible to fires due to increased fuel load and fire suppression has increased 7 to 14 percent in the last fifty years,
and by 2032 it will increase by 29 percent. Every year the
fire season begins earlier.

Greentree and Broadleaf Retention
When it comes to species selection for future planting,
maintaining diversity by using “smart genetic mixtures”
is important, recommended professor Sally Aitken, with
UBC’s Centre for Gene Conservation. As the climate
warms, western larch, blister resistant white pine, and
ponderosa pine could be grown further north. More consideration should also be given to using natural regeneration,
green tree retention and broadleaves for diverse forests.
Faced with uncertainty, Aitlan urged that foresters should
above all avoid doing the same thing everywhere.
On the second day, Deputy Minister of Forests and
Range, Doug Konkin, opened the workshop with concerns
about the current forestry paradigm that focuses on timber
values. Above all, he called for better cooperation between
practitioners and researchers through adaptive management in order to address such complex issues. That morning, the eighty invited participants from industry, government, universities, consultants and ENGOs (environmental
non-governmental organizations) broke into six groups to
further explore the challenges and come up with some ideas
for change.

Pathogen Risk
Kathy Lewis from UNBC also found fault with the
free growing regulations that focus on stand productivity
but increase the risk of disease from pathogens. Examples
included root disease that increases in stands that were
thinned or brushed to reduce broadleaves, and the fungus
Dothistroma, which recently killed most pine plantations
near Smithers. Climate change threatens to further stress
forests, thus decreasing resistance to pathogens and changing the range of host species. Lewis reminded the group
there was a need for more government forest health professionals.
With climate change, foresters should disregard many
of their existing plans, as insects are unpredictable, said
Forest Service entomologist, Lorraine Maclauchlan. Extreme weather events trigger insect population increases, as
do warmer winters, which kill fewer beetles and add more
reproductive cycles. The mountain pine beetle problem is
not the only one: the spruce beetle recently wiped out massive forests in Alaska and the Yukon. And in BC, spruce
budworm, spruce beetle and balsam bark beetle are also
increasing. Maclauchlan was optimistic that in the end, the
insects will win, despite attempts by foresters to slow down
infestations.
Former longtime Forest Service ecologist Jim Pojar,
who is now with Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society,
predicts that climate change will result in expansion of
Douglas fir, coast transition and grassland ecosystems.
As well, there will be a loss of alpine, and shrubs and
bryophytes (mosses and liverworts) will expand. It will be
difficult to predict or to monitor the change in vegetation
that will likely occur as the climate warms up. There is a
need to revive landform and soils mapping, as vegetation
maps will no longer work. And there is a need for more and
larger protected areas for benchmarks and conservation of
biodiversity.
Pojar did not mince any words: “Can science and research provide the foundation for forest management in
BC? Yes, they could, but only if there is an institutional
commitment to sustainability of a range of forest values
and to sustainability in its ecological, economic and social
dimensions. And only if biodiversity, ecological integrity,
and resilience become management goals rather than constraints to fibre flow and allowable cuts, as is currently the
case. Without such commitment, science is just the handmaiden of industry and its servants in government.”
WATERSHED SENTINEL

In the afternoon, each group leader provided power
point summaries. Key recommendations included:
• Managing for variability to improve ecosystem
resilience;
• Doing more prescribed burns and improving fire
management plans;
• Increasing retention in beetle areas;
• Installing more climate stations;
• Improving biodiversity protection;
• Improving forest health planning and monitoring;
• Increasing diversity on the landscape, including
more broadleaves;
• Increasing partial cutting and green tree retention;
and
• Revising the free growing policy to allow for
much of the above.
The symposium and workshop served as a call to action and Chief Forester Jim Snetsinger pledged to be the
champion for change. There is a website set up for this
project and already many of the presentations are available
as PDF files. The complete proceedings from the workshop
should be ready by the end of January 2006. The next steps
are still unknown, but it looks like BC will be in for some
major changes in forestry as it struggles to adapt to global
warming.

Contact: www.for.gov.bc.ca/hts/future_ forests/#os
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Biofuels for Thought

The growth in biofuel projects around the world has been
explosive since 2001, but not all biofuels are equal.
use as fuel, schemes some hail as rural development. Brazil
is clearing more of the rainforest to grow soy for biofuel.
Biofuel developments are announced almost monthly in
southeast Asia and Africa where oilpalms are the crop
of choice. The subsequent ferocious land clearing has
prompted journalist George Monbiot to call the biofuel
“the most destructive crop on earth” and to conclude: “Trying to meet a rising demand for fuel is madness, wherever
the fuel might come from. The hard decisions have been
avoided, and another portion of the biosphere is going up
in smoke.”
—Compiled by Delores Broten

In Victoria BC, like many cities, the gases burped
out in the landfill as materials rot are collected and burned
in a flagship project to make electricity.
In Ottawa, the wastewater treatment plant puts the
sludge through an anaerobic compost system and collects
enough gas to generate electricity for 6,000 homes, as well
as run the treatment plant. The system cost $4.5 million in
1998 and saves Ottawa taxpayers $650,000 annually.
In Montreal, meat packing company Maple Leaf Foods
announced the opening of Canada’s first commercial-scale
biodiesel plant. The new facility has the capacity to produce
35 million litres of biodiesel annually from animal fats and
recycled cooking oils.
There’s also a wide range of exciting experimentation
going on with the use of microbes to produce fuels from
natural waste materials.
At Sacramento, a municipal pilot project is collecting
food waste from restaurants and institutions, normally
destined for the land fill, and using bacteria to produce
methane gas.
At the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, GreenFuel Technologies has deployed a set of natural algae, bubbling in collection tubes, which, during daylight hours, eat
the air pollution from a power plant, producing methane
and acting as an oil-rich fuel themselves when they die. The
algae only live a few hours, but multiply naturally and cut
greenhouse emissions by one third while active.
Whatever the economics of these projects, the environmental profit is clear. All rotting material produces
methane, a much more potent greenhouse gas than carbon
dioxide. That is the big greenhouse gas black mark against
hydroelectric dams – the flooded plants and trees produce
methane as they rot. The more methane we can collect and
burn from sludge, agricultural waste, garbage, landfills
themselves, — any organic material that is currently a rotten disposal problem — the more “free ride” we get on our
fuel usage.
But then there are the plans all over the world to grow
the plant material – wheat, corn, sugarcane, oil palms - for
WATERSHED SENTINEL

Biofuel

Biofuel is any fuel that derives from biomass — recently living organisms or their metabolic byproducts,
such as manure from cows. It is a renewable energy
source, unlike other natural resources such as petroleum, coal and nuclear fuels. The carbon in biofuels was
recently extracted from atmospheric carbon dioxide by
growing plants, so burning it does not result in a net increase of carbon dioxide in the Earth’s atmosphere. As a
result, biofuels are seen by many as a way to reduce the
amount of carbon dioxide released into the atmosphere
by using them to replace non renewable sources of energy.
Agricultural products specifically grown for use as
biofuels and waste from industry, agriculture, forestry,
and households — including straw, lumber, manure,
sewage, garbage and food leftovers — can be used for
the production of bioenergy. Currently, most biofuel is
burned to release its stored chemical energy.
Biofuels include solid fuels such as wood and straw,
liquid “bioalcohols” like ethanol from a range of plants
from corn to switchgrass or biodiesel from the refining
of waste oil, and gases such as methane from manure or
garbage and hydrogen freed from water.
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
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Feeding Cars Not People

The adoption of biofuels would be a humanitarian and environmental disaster
By George Monbiot. Published in the Guardian, NoIf human beings were without sin, we would still
vember 22 2004. Reprinted with permission
live in an imperfect world. Adam Smith’s notion that by
pursuing his own interest a man “frequently promotes that
chemicals industry can develop new markets, the governof … society more effectually than when he really intends
ment can meet its commitments to cut carbon emissions,
to promote it” and Karl Marx’s picture of a society in
and environmentalists can celebrate the fact that plant fuels
which “the free development of each is the condition for
reduce local pollution as well as global warming. Unlike
the free development of all” are both mocked by one obvihydrogen fuel cells, biofuels can be deployed straight away.
ous constraint. The world is finite. This means that when
This in fact was how Rudolf Diesel expected his invention
one group of people pursues its own interests, it damages
to be used. When he demonstrated his engine at the World
the interests of others.
Show in 1900, he ran it on peanut oil. “The use of vegetaIt is hard to think of a better example than the current
ble oils for engine fuels may seem insignificant today,” he
enthusiasm for “biofuels”. Biofuels are made from plant
predicted. “But such oils may become in course of time
oils or crop wastes or wood, and can be used to run cars
as important as petroleum.”2 Some enthuand buses and lorries. Burning them simply
siasts are predicting that if fossil fuel
returns to the atmosphere the carbon
“I know the
prices continue to rise, he will soon be
which the plants extracted while they
definition of sustainable
proved right.
were growing. So switching from fosdevelopment has been
sil fuels to biodiesel and bio-alcohol is
I hope not. Those who have been
changing, but I wasn’t
now being promoted as the solution to
promoting these fuels are well-intenclimate change.
aware that it now
tioned, but wrong. They are wrong beNext month the British government
encompasses mass
cause the world is finite. If biofuels take
will have to set a target for the amount of
starvation and the
off, they will cause a global humanitartransport fuel that will come from crops.
eradication of tropical
ian disaster.
The European Union wants 2% of the oil
Used as they are today, on a very
forests.”
we use to be biodiesel by the end of next
small scale, they do no harm. A few
year, rising to 6% by 2010 and 20% by
thousand greens in the United Kingdom
2020.1 To try to meet these targets, the govare running their cars on used chip fat. But recycled cookernment has reduced the tax on biofuels by 20 pence a litre,
ing oils could supply only 100,000 tonnes of diesel a year in
while the EU is paying farmers an extra 45 euros a hectare
this country,3 equivalent to one 380th of our road transport
to grow them.
fuel.
Everyone seems happy about this. The farmers and the
It might also be possible to turn crop wastes such as
wheat
stubble into alcohol for use in cars – the Observer ran
Fueling the Future
an article about this on Sunday.4 I’d like to see the figures,
but I find it hard to believe that we will be able to extract
“There is a whole set of intelligent responses to
more energy than we use in transporting and processing
America’s oil predicament that we ought to be talking
straw. But the EU’s plans, like those of all the enthusiasts
about now. These range from restoring a passenger rail
for bio-locomotion, depend on growing crops specifically
system, to supporting local agriculture in earnest, to
for fuel. As soon as you examine the implications, you disrebuilding local networks of retail trade and economic
cover that the cure is as bad as the disease.
interdependency when the Big Boxes die of oil starvaRoad transport in the United Kingdom consumes 37.6
tion, to setting legal limits on more suburban sprawl.
million
tonnes of petroleum products a year.5 The most proThese are the kinds of things that will help us through the
ductive oil crop which can be grown in this country is rape.
post-cheap oil world we are entering. The temptations of
The average yield is between 3 and 3.5 tonnes per hectare.6
paranoia will only make things worse.”
One tonne of rapeseed produces 415 kilos of biodiesel.7 So
every hectare of arable land could provide 1.45 tonnes of
—Howard Kunstler, author of The Long Emergency:
transport fuel.
Surviving the Converging Catastrophes of the TwentyTo run our cars and buses and lorries on biodiesel,
first Century.
Continued on Page 19
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PAPER CHOICE

Environmental Papers

*stationery sets *personal journals *photo albums
*multi-coloured pad sets with matching envelopes
*blank card sets *spiral bound note pads
*letterhead and brochure paper *copy paper
All PAPER CHOICE products are 100% recycled postconsumer fibre. Most are Processed Chlorine Free.

Shop on-line at: paperchoice.ca

Rainwater Connection
Complete Rainwater
Collection Systems
Steel cisterns – polypropylene-lined,
5,000 – 30,000 gal. Roof washers, Debris
pails, High capacity fi lters

DESIGN *INSTALLATION *SERVICE
Bob Burgess 250-246-2155
Email bburgess@pacificcoast.net
www.rainwaterconnection.com

Discovery Organics

W

e are buying this advertising space
in the Watershed Sentinel because we
believe that there must be strong and
passionate voices speaking the truth; for
our children, for the trees, the ocean, for
the spirit of life that fills us all. We believe
that the Watershed Sentinel, which brings
news, ideas and wisdom from around the
Strait, and around the world, is one of the
collective voices that must be sustained.

D

iscovery Organics is a small, B.C.
company, distributing certified organic
whole foods and the loving production of
over 90 Certified Organic farms in B.C. to
consumer buying groups and retail stores
across the West.
For more information, contact us at

1-877-299-1683 or
info@discoveryorganics.ca

Affordable Organic Food
WATERSHED SENTINEL
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Z Biofuel continued
in other words, would require 25.9m
hectares. There are 5.7m in the United
Kingdom.8 Switching to green fuels
requires four and half times our arable
area. Even the EU’s more modest target
of 20% by 2020 would consume almost
all our cropland.
If the same thing is to happen all over
Europe, the impact on global food supply
will be catastrophic: big enough to tip
the global balance from net surplus to net
deficit. If, as some environmentalists demand, it is to happen worldwide, then most of the arable
surface of the planet will be deployed to produce food for
cars, not people.
This prospect sounds, at first, ridiculous. Surely if
there was unmet demand for food, the market would ensure
that crops were used to feed people rather than vehicles?
There is no basis for this assumption. The market responds
to money, not need. People who own cars have more money
than people at risk of starvation. In a contest between their
demand for fuel and poor people’s demand for food, the carowners win every time. Something very much like this is
happening already. Though 800 million people are permanently malnourished, the global increase in crop production
is being used to feed animals: the number of livestock on
earth has quintupled since 1950.9 The reason is that those
who buy meat and dairy products have more purchasing
power than those who buy only subsistence crops.
Green fuel is not just a humanitarian disaster; it is
also an environmental disaster. Those who worry about
the scale and intensity of today’s agriculture should consider what farming will look like when it is run by the oil
industry. Moreover, if we try to develop a market for rapeseed biodiesel in Europe it will immediately develop into a
market for palm oil and soya oil. Oilpalm can produce four
times as much biodiesel per hectare as rape, and it is grown
in places where labour is cheap. Planting it is already one of
the world’s major causes of tropical forest destruction. Soya
has a lower oil yield than rape, but the oil is a by-product
of the manufacture of animal feed. A new market for it will
stimulate an industry which has already destroyed most of
Brazil’s cerrado (one of the world’s most biodiverse environments) and much of its rainforest.
It is shocking to see how narrow the focus of some
environmentalists can be. At a meeting in Paris last month,
a group of scientists and greens studying abrupt climate
change decided that Tony Blair’s two big ideas – tackling
global warming and helping Africa – could both be met
by turning Africa into a biofuel production zone. This
strategy, according to its convenor, “provides a sustainable
WATERSHED SENTINEL

development path for the many African countries
that can produce biofuels cheaply”.10 I know
the definition of sustainable development has
been changing, but I wasn’t aware that it
now encompasses mass starvation and
the eradication of tropical forests. Last
year the British parliamentary committee on environment, food and rural
affairs, which is supposed to specialise in
joined-up thinking, examined every possible consequence of biofuel production
– from rural incomes to skylark numbers
– except the impact on food supply.11
We need a solution to the global warming caused by
cars, but this isn’t it. If the production of biofuels is big
enough to affect climate change, it will be big enough to
cause global starvation.

www.monbiot.com
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FEATURE

Imagining a future for Humanity
Putting the Genie back in the bottle

M

By Don Malcolm

oney recognizes neither geographical nor
ing at frenzied pace covering our farmlands with pavement,
political borders. It controls the fate and
big-box stores and monster houses. Our stores are filled
daily activities of populations throughout the
with junk that will self destruct in a few months. We hold
world. While heaping riches on someone in Hong Kong
the mistaken belief that we can buy quality when we can
or Rio de Janeiro, it may, at the same time, be destroyonly achieve quality through intellectual inheritance.
ing the fortune of someone in Halifax or Melbourne.
We are wearing blindfolds, while running pell-mell
Money is insensate and insensitive. It has no real value.
toward a dramatic learning experience.
Money is imaginary. Yet it has driven humans to the pinWe pay scant heed to the plunder of our planet’s finite
nacle of success and to the depth of despair. It informs the
resources. We are running out of oil and are not putting
waking moments and the dreams of humans. Money is the
enough effort into finding an alternative. Perhaps our magmillstone on the neck of humanity, the license to
nificent war machines will have to be abandoned
buy and sell our fellow human beings, while
and we will have to meet our imagined enOur stores are
declaring community and goodwill to all
emy with clubs. There, potentially, we stand
filled with junk
mankind. Without money, humanity could
at the edge of equality.
that will self destruct
be rich beyond our wildest dreams. We
The monetary system does not equicould reclaim our natal innocence.
tably serve all of humanity. It favours the
in a few months.
Regardless of position within the monstrongest swimmers in the quagmire, at the
etary system, we are all swimming in the same
expense of the weakest. In the end it does not
quagmire. Each of us must struggle to maintain position.
even serve the strongest, nor does it serve itself. A system
When an individual pulls ahead, it is at the expense of felthat demands exponential growth, where that growth is fed
low swimmers.
by a finite environment, will devour its own mythology.
Many of us today are aware of the rapid depletion of
Money is imaginary, a faint hope, a baseless glutton
our planet’s natural resources, and of the damage being
devouring stability, a sword in the heart of human accord.
done to the earth’s life sustaining systems in the exploitaPerhaps the minting of the first coin drew the stopper
tion of those resources. We are slashing down our forests at
from the bottle in which the mythical genie slept.
a rate that defies sustainability. The life sustaining soils that
We can imagine the genie leaping from the bottle
are held in place by the forest and other vegetal cover are
shouting, “My name is Money; I will do your bidding so
washing away to the oceans, putting at risk the marine life
long as you exercise wisdom, but be careful in what you
that is so important to the human food supply. We are workask for.”
WATERSHED SENTINEL
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a citizen’s name would render it useless to anyone but the
We have not been wise, we have not been careful. We
owner. It’s easy to imagine its value in crime prevention.
have foolishly ravaged our beautiful planet for money.
Theft and any other crime involving energy certificates
We hide our intentions in a declaration of progress for
would be futile. The cancellation at two year intervals
all mankind. To what are we progressing? Our imaginary
would eliminate hoarding.
monetary system can’t wait for natural support systems to
During the great depression of the 1930s Technocracy
re-establish. Like starving dogs, it can only gnaw away at
is said to have become the fastest growing member organithe last bones.
zation in North America. At the height of its popularity the
Humanity cannot survive the monetary system. We
organization was dealt a wounding blow by Franklin D.
must imagine an alternative. We must put the genie back
Roosevelt’s New Deal economic reforms.
in the bottle.
By the late 1920s, due to the sophisticated deploySince the minting of those first coins so many years
ment of steam and electric power and the introduction
ago, there have been individuals who have railed against
of assembly lines, North America reached a period of
the monetary system. There have been prophets and seers,
over-production relative to the population of that period.
crackpots, fixers and fakes. There have been some who
Production had out-paced sales. Manufachave offered workable alternatives.
tured goods and gadgets began to pile
Sir Thomas More, an English politiIn 1929 the stock marup on warehouse shelves. Workers were
cian and humanist scholar, before he lost
ket crashed and a dark
dismissed; many factories shut down to
his head to Henry VIII’s axe-man in 1535,
cloud of hopelessness and
wait out the slack period. North America
wrote his political essay, Utopia. More
discontent spread throughentered a deep economic depression.
depicted an imaginary island community
out the continent.
There were just not enough people with
where all property was held in common
jobs and pay-cheques to significantly reduce
and money did not exist. Surpluses were
the over-production. In 1929 the stock market crashed and a
traded with neighbouring communities. In More’s Utopia
dark cloud of hopelessness and discontent spread throughthe ends sought are political rather than economic.
out the continent.
More was charged with treason and beheaded, not for
his essay, but because he refused to recognize Henry’s auThe “New Deal” contained a wide range of economthority over the pope.
ic reforms designed to restart and control the US and, by
Interestingly, More’s Utopia resembles the tribal orproximity, the continental market system. Some were rather
ganization of native peoples in the Americas before the
dramatic. Warehouses were emptied of unsold goods, their
European invasions.
contents, including great stores of foods, hauled to garbage
Edward Bellamy, born in Massachusetts in 1850,
dumps and destroyed. Quota systems were installed and
studied law and worked in the newspaper industry in New
remain to this day, designed, for the most part, to create
York. He published four novels and several essays in his
artificial scarcity. One after another the factories reopened,
lifetime. He is remembered most for his 1888 work Looking
the wheels of production turned, the workers went back to
Backward, 2000-1887. This novel influenced the formation
their jobs. Hostilities were heating up in Europe. War would
of the Nationalist political movement and several utopian
bring scarcity that would keep the market system humming
living experiments during the 1890s. The novel became
for years to come. The planet’s finite environment would
so popular that by 1900, only Uncle Tom’s Cabin had sold
lose another round to the monetary system.
more copies.
In the melee and confusion of World War II and almost
US economist Thorstein Veblen, 1857-1929, described
continuous wars since, coupled with the strength of today’s
a fundamental conflict between the provision of goods and
market system, Technocracy’s membership has withered
the making of money. He, and a few like-minded thinkers
considerably. Perhaps for many, it’s too difficult to worry
in New York, formed a study group called the Technical
about the future when surrounded by insanity.
Alliance which later became Technocracy Inc.
There are still a few Technocrats scattered throughout
The Technocrats proposed replacing the dollar with an
the continent. Perhaps we need them now more than ever
energy certificate bearing the name and social insurance
before. Maybe Technocracy or some similar system could
number of recipients, which would be cancelled at the end
put the genie back in the bottle.
of each two year period. Goods and production would be
in common ownership, the spent energy certificates would
be a running inventory to facilitate restocking of stores and
warehouses.

The personal aspect of the energy certificate issued in

Imagine.
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Sustainers of the Watershed Sentinel
Your generous help allows us to provide you with a strong independent voice for environmental issues, activism, and social justice. A BIG thank you to all our readers who help produce the magazine.
The following supporters have brought you this issue. You keep us publishing every issue.
Sustaining Subscribers

Patrons

Steve Ablitt, Whaletown BC • Alberni Environmental Coalition,
Port Alberni BC • Arne & Flora Baartz, Lasqueti Isld BC •
Douglas S. Brown, Vancouver BC • Debbie & Harry Burton,
Saltspring Isld. BC • John & Sharon Cashore, Coquitlam BC
• Vivian Chenard, Saltspring Isld. BC • Citizen’s Stewardship
Coalition, Port Alberni BC • Alan Dolan, Victoria BC • Henry
Dumouchel, Alexandria ON • Ralph Garrison, Manson’s
Ldg. BC • Elaine Golds, Port Moody BC • Barbara Graves,
Lantzville BC • Joyce Baker & Ray Grigg, Quathiaski Cove
BC • Karen Hansen, Prince Rupert BC • Just Havelaar,
Courtenay BC • Wendy & Hubert Havelaar, Whaletown
BC • Shirley & Harry Holmes-Holman, Denman Isld. BC •
Barb Hourston, Nanaimo BC • Marian Halle & Jared Irwin
• Joy Jeffries, Hornby Isld. BC • Paul Brewer & Darsi Kamay,
Manson’s Ldg. BC • Jim Kearney, Manson’s Ldg. BC • Robin
Keller, Hornby Island BC • Elaine Kerr, Courtenay BC •
Ruth Ozeki & Oliver Kellhammer, Whaletown BC • Jeff King,
Abbotsford BC • Ingmar Lee, Victoria BC • Ruth Masters,
Courtenay BC • Hugh McNab, Surge Narrows BC • Pam &
Don Monroe, Courtenay BC • Delphin, Samantha and Mike
Moore, Manson’s Ldg. BC • Cathy & Don Morrison, Victoria BC
• Sakiko Neufer, Whaletown BC • Norske Canada, Elk Falls,
Campbell River BC • Oonagh O’Connor, Sointula BC • Tom
Pater, Kyuquot BC • William S. Paterson, Nanaimo BC • Jo
Phillips, Sooke BC • Norman Riggs, Powell River BC • Martin
Rossander, Powell River BC • Paul Senez, Victoria BC • Joy
& David Shipway, Manson’s Ldg. BC • Joel & Dana Solomon,
Manson’s Ldg. BC • Dr. Roy Sutherland, Victoria BC • Laura
Trent, Victoria BC • Seymour Trieger, Nanaimo BC • Milo
& Virgina Wilcox, Whaletown BC • Susan Marie Yoshihara,
Denman Isld. BC • Ruth & Fred Zwickel, Manson’s Ldg. BC

Martha Abelson, Manson’s Ldg. BC • Louis & Vera Broten,
Edmonton AB • Jilly & Lew Carlino, Whaletown BC • Anicca
de Trey, Manson’s Ldg. BC • Frank English, Lake Cowichan
BC • Good Libations, Cortes Island BC • Alison Graves,
Nanaimo BC • David & Ann Hiatt, Whaletown BC • James
Hickling, Vancouver BC • Labour Environment Alliance
Society, Vancouver BC • Paul MacGillivray, Vancouver BC
• Hannah Main, Victoria BC • Dorothy and Des McIntosh,
Santa Barbara CA • Stefan Ochman, Bamfi eld BC • Glen
Osborne, Gabriola Isld. BC • Catherine Soudoplatoff & Joe
Prochaska, Nashville TN • Nina Raginsky, Saltspring Isld. BC
• Norberto Rodriguez dela Vega, Whaletown BC • Harriet
Rueggeberg, Lantzville BC • Paul Sanborn, Prince George BC
• Penny Sanger, Ottawa ON • Basil & Jill Seaton, Jasper AB
• Charlotte & Leo Smith, Squirrel Cove BC • Ronni Solbert,
Randolph VT • Nancy Bayly & Ross Sutherland, Hartington ON
• Lesley Taylor, Richmond BC • Bruce Torrie, Victoria BC •
Ray Woollam, Duncan BC

Friends
Across Borders Media, Victoria BC •
Kathy Dunster, Bowen
Isld. BC • Brian Grant, Victoria BC • Mel McDonald, Victoria
• Mike Thomsen, Victoria BC • Peter Johnston & Sue
Wheeler, Lasqueti Isld. BC

Sentinels
Dr. Philip Chambers, Lantzville BC • James & Doreen
McElvaney, Whaletown BC • Chris & Beth Napper,
Whaletown BC • Michael Redican, Quathiaski Cove BC

And All Those Who Wish To Remain Anonymous

Watershed Supporters
($ 1,500 - 2,500 annual donation):

Sustaining Subscribers
($ 50 - 99 annual donation):

Watershed Supporters help us flow with strength and
purpose. We need to find, follow and write the stories, print
the magazine, distribute it, and sell subscriptions and advertising. And we need staff with the appropriate expertise.
Watershed Supporters are essential to making this happen.

Sustaining Subscribers assist with the copies of the
Watershed Sentinel in colleges, universities and libraries.
We wish to say a very special thank you to the Patrons
and Sustaining Subscribers without whose long-term
support and continued loyalty we could not have survived
these past fifteen years.

Sentinels
($ 500 - 1,499 annual donation):

If you would like a tax receipt for your donation, please make cheques payable to Friends
of Cortes Island and mail your donation to:

In days of yore, sentinels were stationed to herald the
approach of threats. Our Sentinel Supporters allow us to
keep watch on the issues and to inform concerned citizens
and activists.

Watershed Sentinel Fund
P.0. Box 39,
Whaletown, BC
Canada V0P 1Z0.

Friends of the Watershed Sentinel
($ 200 - 499 annual donation):

Friends of the Watershed Sentinel help us offer constructive solutions to problems, and praise successes that
lead toward an environmentally sustainable future.

A tax receipt will be mailed to you.

Patrons
($ 100 - 199 annual donation):

Thank You!

Patrons support the public education program that is

an integral and essential part of our publication.
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FRIENDS OF CORTES ISLAND

Nurturing Roots
Living Sustainably; Feeding the Community

H

ere we are in deepest, darkest, wettest winter, planning
for spring and reflecting upon
the past year. Our 2005 Annual General Meeting was a fine affair and, as
always, provided our members with a
wonderful sense of accomplishment.
Although always lengthy in project
reports, it’s amazing to realize how
much we have done over the year, and
the work still waiting.
The highlight of the meeting, of
course, is the Jo Ann Green Environmental Award (affectionately known
as the JAG Award). This recognition
is for a Cortes Islander who has made
significant contributions to the environmental well-being of the Cortes
community.
The 2005 JAG Award went to
Henry and Margaret Verschuur.
Nominated by local Cortesians and
selected by the FOCI Board, the Verschuurs epitomize the small-scale organic farmers who walk the talk, live
their beliefs and, in doing so, bring
immeasurable benefits to their communities. The following is an excerpt
from the nomination submission that
so well describes Henry and Margaret’s contributions.

by Katherine Smail
In case you missed our note in previous issues, we’ve moved!
The FOCI Resource Centre is now located by Manson’s Hall. Hours
are Mondays, 11 am to 2 pm and Fridays, 1 to 4 pm. Come visit
or phone (250) 935-0087 (yes, it’s now up and ringing) or email
f
foci@island.net
or post mail to our NEW ADDRESS P.O. Box 278
Manson’s Landing, BC, V0P 1K0 (If you forget and use the old address it will get to us anyway).

As long term residents of
Cortes the Verschuurs have demonstrated their dedication to living
sustainably and through their actions
have educated and inspired both islanders and people from away. They
are exemplary.
As farmers they have brought
awareness to local food issues by way
of their food box program and their
food production for the Cortes Natural Food Coop. They are the island’s
largest producer and supplier of local
organic produce; from tasty eggs to
verdant spinach, fat blueberries to
robust potatoes, their food graces the
tables of many Cortes homes. This is
not financially rewarding work, but a
very conscious choice by the Verschuurs to nurture their roots in family
farming, and provide healthy food for
the community.

2005/06 Board
The 2005/2006 Friends of Cortes Island Society Board of Directors
includes:
Richard Andrews, Chair;
Norberto Rodriguez dela Vega, Vice Chair;
Francis Woodcock, Secretary;
Carol Tidler, Treasurer; and Directors at large:
Anicca de Trey, Hubert Havelaar, and Rob Story.
Special thanks go to retiring directors Ted Bannister, Garvin Morris
and Myann Woolley. Their lives are taking them in new directions and
we wish them all the best.
WATERSHED SENTINEL
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In terms of sustainable resource
use, we know of no other household
on island that has a lighter footprint
relative to inhabitants and production.
They produce their own power from 2
micro-hydro turbines and a few solar
panels, they maintain their own sustainably-harvested woodlot, and they
and their children live well on very
little. In a humble way they constantly
model sustainable practices.
Through their participation in the
WWOOFER [Willing Workers On
Organic Farms} program and regular
local outreach to the community (Linnaea school events, summer camp for
kids, family positions on the farm)
they welcome people from near and
far to come visit, and to learn by experience what local food production
is really about. Moreover, their food
and wood production offers islanders
an opportunity to participate in a sustainable local economy.
Despite being and living in a way
that many only talk about, Margaret
and Henry Verschuur are very humble. What they do is just live in a way
they believe serves and sustains their
family, community and environment.


Watch for Margaret’s reflections about life on Blue Jay
Lake Farm in future FOCI features.
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She Fed the Rats GM Soy

by Jeffrey M. Smith, author of Seeds of Deception

T

Most Offspring Died When Mother
Rats Ate Genetically Engineered Soy

he Russian scientist planned a simple
experiment to see if eating genetically
modified (GM) soy might influence offspring.
What she got, however, was an astounding
result that may threaten a multi-billion dollar industry.
Irina Ermakova, a leading scientist at the Institute
of Higher Nervous Activity and Neurophysiology of the
Russian Academy of Sciences (RAS), added GM soy flour
(5-7 grams) to the diet of female rats. Other females were
fed non-GM soy or no soy at all. The experimental diet
began two weeks before the rats conceived and continued
through pregnancy and nursing.
Ermakova’s first surprise came when her pregnant rats
started giving birth. Some pups from GM-fed mothers were
quite a bit smaller. After 2 weeks, 36% of them weighed
less than 20 grams compared to about 6% from the other
groups.
But the real shock came when the rats started dying.
Within three weeks, 25 of the 45 (55.6%) rats from the GM
soy group died compared to only 3 of 33 (9%) from the
non-GM soy group and 3 of 44 (6.8%) from the non-soy
controls.
WATERSHED SENTINEL

Ermakova preserved several major organs from the
mother rats and offspring, drew up designs for a detailed
organ analysis, created plans to repeat and expand the
feeding trial, and promptly ran out of research money.
Therefore, when she was invited to present her research
at a symposium organized by the National Association
for Genetic Security, Ermakova wrote “PRELIMINARY
STUDIES” on the top of her paper. She presented it on
October 10, 2005 at a session devoted to the risks of GM
food.
Her findings are hardly welcome by an industry
already steeped in controversy.
GM Soy’s Divisive Past
The soy she was testing was Monsanto’s Roundup
Ready variety. Its DNA has bacterial genes added that
allow the soy plant to survive applications of Monsanto’s
“Roundup” brand herbicide. About 85% of the soy grown in
the US is Roundup Ready. Since soy derivatives, including
oil, flour and lecithin, are found in the majority of processed
foods sold in the US, many Americans [and Canadians] eat
ingredients derived from Roundup Ready soy everyday.
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The US Food and Drug Association (FDA) does not require
research has been severely criticized as rigged to avoid
any safety tests on genetically modified foods. If Monsanto
finding problems.9 Monsanto used mature animals instead
or other biotech companies declare their foods safe, the
of young, more sensitive ones, diluted their GM soy up to
agency has no further questions. The rationale for this
12-fold, used too much protein, never weighed the organs,
hands-off position is a sentence in the FDA’s 1992 policy
and had huge variations in starting weights. The study’s nuthat states, “The agency is not aware of any information
trient comparison between GM and non-GM soy revealed
showing that foods derived by these new methods differ
significant differences in the ash, fat, and carbohydrate
from other foods in any meaningful or uniform way.”1 The
content, lower levels of protein, a fatty acid, and phenylastatement, it turns out, was deceptive. Documents made
lanine. Monsanto researchers had actually omitted the most
public from a lawsuit years later revealed that the FDA’s
incriminating nutritional differences, which were later disown experts agreed that GM foods are different and might
covered and made public. For example, the published paper
lead to hard-to-detect allergens, toxins, new diseases or
showed a 27% increase in a known allergen, trypsin inhibinutritional problems. They had urged their superiors to
tor, while the recovered data raised that to a 3-fold or 7-fold
require long-term safety studies, but were ignored. The
increase, after the soy was cooked. This might explain why
person in charge of FDA policy was,
soy allergies in the UK skyrocketed
conveniently, Monsanto’s former
by 50% soon after GM soy was introattorney (and later their vice president).
duced.
One FDA microbiologist described the
The gene that is inserted into GM
GM food policy as “just a political
soy produces a protein with two secdocument” without scientific basis,
tions that are identical to known allerand warned that industry would “not
gens. This might also account for the
do the tests that they would normally
increased allergy rate. Furthermore,
do” since the FDA didn’t require any.2
the only human feeding trial ever
He was correct.
conducted confirmed that this inserted
There have been less than 20 pubgene transfers into the DNA of bacteria
lished, peer-reviewed animal feeding There have been less than 20 inside the intestines. This means that
safety studies and no human clinical published, peer-reviewed animal long after you decide to stop eating
trials-in spite of the fact that millions feeding safety studies and no GM soy, your own gut bacteria may
of people eat GM soy, corn, cotton, or human clinical trials-in spite of the still be producing this potentially alcanola daily. There are no adequate fact that millions of people eat GM lergenic protein inside your digestive
tests on “biochemistry, immunology, soy, corn, cotton, or canola daily
tract.
tissue pathology, gut function, liver
The migration of genes might infunction and kidney function,”3 and animal feeding studies
fluence offspring. German scientists found fragments of the
are too short to adequately test for cancer, reproductive
DNA fed to pregnant mice in the brains of their newborn.10
problems, or effects in the next generation. This makes
Fragments of genetically modified DNA were also found in
Ermakova’s research particularly significant. It’s the first
the blood, spleen, liver and kidneys of piglets that were fed
of its kind.
GM corn.11 It was not clear if the GM genes actually entered
the DNA of the animal, but scientists speculate that if it
Past Studies Show Significant Effects
were to integrate into the sex organ cells, it might impact
Other studies on Roundup Ready soy also raise serious
offspring.
questions. Research on the liver, the body’s major de-toxi…We don’t know how many mutations or altered gene
fier, showed that rats fed GM soy developed misshapen nuexpressions are found in GM soy DNA. Years after it was
clei and other cellular anomalies.4 This indicates increased
marketed, however, scientists did discover a section of
metabolic activity, probably resulting from a major insult
natural soy DNA that was scrambled12 and two additional
to that organ. Rats also showed changes in the pancreas,
fragments of the foreign gene that had escaped Monsanto’s
including a huge drop in the production of a major enzyme
detection.
(alpha-amylase),5 which could inhibit digestion. Cooked
Those familiar with the body of GM safety studies are
GM soy contains about twice the amount of soy lectin,
often astounded by their superficiality. Moreover, several
which can also block nutrient assimilation.6 And one study
scientists who discovered incriminating evidence or even
showed that GM soy has 12-14% less isoflavones, which are
expressed concerns about the technology have been fired,
touted as cancer fighting.7
threatened, stripped of responsibilities, or censured.13 And
An animal feeding study published by Monsanto
when problems do arise, they are not followed up. For
showed no apparent problems with GM soy,8 but their
Continued on Page 26 a
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Z Rats and GM Soy continued
With billions of dollars invested in GM foods, no
adverse finding has yet been sufficient to reverse the industry’s growth in the US. It may take some dramatic,
indisputable, and life-threatening discovery. That is why
Ermakova’s findings are so important. If the study holds
up, it may topple the GM food industry….


example, animals fed GM crops developed potentially precancerous cell growth, smaller brains, livers and testicles,
damaged immune systems, bigger livers, partial atrophy of
the liver, lesions in the livers, stomachs, and kidneys, inflammation of the kidneys, problems with their blood cells,
higher blood sugar levels, and unexplained increases in the
death rate. (See Spilling the Beans, August 2004.) None
have been adequately followed-up or accounted for.
Ermakova’s research, however, will likely change that.
That’s because her study is easy to repeat and its results are
so extreme. A 55.6% mortality rate is enormous and very
worrisome. Repeating the study is the only reasonable option.

Jeffrey M. Smith is working with a team of international scientists to catalog all known health risks of GM
foods. He is the author of Seeds of Deception.
http://www.healthliesexposed.com/articles/article_
2005_11_4_4234.shtml

Not Genetically Stable
….Unfortunately, there is a feature about GM crops
that makes even follow-up studies a problem. In 2003, a
French laboratory analyzed the inserted genes in five GM
varieties, including Roundup Ready soybeans.14 In each
case, the genetic sequence was different than that which
had been described by the biotech companies years earlier.
Had all the companies made a mistake? That’s unlikely.
Rather, the inserted genes probably rearranged over time.
A Brussels lab confirmed that the genetic sequences were
different than what was originally listed. But the sequences
discovered in Brussels didn’t all match those found by the
French.15 This suggests that the inserted genes are unstable
and can change in different ways. It also means that they
are creating new proteins — ones that were never intended
or tested. The Roundup Ready soybeans used in the Russian test may therefore be quite different from the Roundup
Ready soybeans used in follow-up studies.
Unstable genes make accurate safety testing impossible. It also may explain some of the many problems reported about GM foods. For example, nearly 25 farmers in the
US and Canada say that certain GM corn varieties caused
their pigs to become sterile, have false pregnancies, or give
birth to bags of water. A farmer in Germany claims that a
certain variety of GM corn killed 12 of his cows and caused
others to fall sick. And Filipinos living next to a GM cornfield developed skin, respiratory, and intestinal symptoms
and fever, while the corn was pollinating. The mysterious
symptoms returned the following year, also during pollination, and blood tests on 39 of the Filipinos showed an immune response to the Bt toxin-created by the GM corn.
These problems may be due to particular GM varieties,
or they may result from a GM crop that has “gone bad” due
to genetic rearrangements. Even GM plants with identical
gene sequences, however, might act differently. The amount
of Bt toxin in the Philippine corn study described above, for
example, varied considerably from kernel to kernel, even in
the same plant.16
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January Is Last Paper Club Buy

Announcement from Reach for Unbleached! and Paper Choice Environmental Papers
Reach for Unbleached! and Paper Choice have announced that the final Buying Club purchase of 100% post
consumer recycled, processed chlorine free copy paper will
take place in January 2006. The deadline for final buying
club orders is Tuesday January 24th for delivery first week
of February. After February 1st, Reach for Unbleached! advises that members can order directly from Paper Choice at
1 800 567 8055 or at paperchoice@shaw.ca. Former buyi n g
club members will receive an environmental
discount.
Due to expected price increases in
2006, the buying club will no longer be
cost effective. Reach for Unbleached!
and Paper Choice comment that this
curtain call is time for the buying club
members to take a deep bow!

Market conditions have made the need for a buying
club less significant, but in 1998 when the club began there
were only two 100% recycled, chlorine free copy papers
being produced in North America, and both were due to be
cancelled. New Life DP, the paper provided by the Buying
Club, and the only recycled chlorine free paper made in
Canada, instead of being cancelled, has increased its recycled content to 100% and become a serious competitor with
traditional copy paper in markets both here and in the U S.
In six years the buying club has provided approximately 280 tons of paper, saving thousands of trees, well over
1 million gallons of water and eliminating approximately
25 tons of air and water pollution. This example of what
thoughtful, responsible consumers can accomplish is something all buying club participants can be proud of.

Landspreading Pulp and Paper Waste in BC
by Tammy Morris
On November 23, I discovered that the BC Ministry
of Environment was developing a code of practice to authorize the landspreading of pulp and paper mill wastes
on public and private lands. I was outraged to find that the
“Intentions Paper” states the government sought responses
from the public, yet it was never directed to the public for
response.
• Diluting a highly contaminated waste with elevated
levels of heavy metals by introducing it into the environment can create significant contamination of soils and
poisoning of wildlife. Sludge and fly-ash are contaminated
with a number of chemicals, some of which are known to
persist in the environment and are toxic, carcinogenic, or
affect reproduction in a range of animals including humans.
• The public needs to know the ministry’s roles and
responsibilities in the testing, monitoring, analysis of
industrial wastes. The BC Ministry of Environment has
been decimated to the point where it can no longer fulfill
its mandate. Anyone who doesn’t know this is either profiting from this or not paying attention. What few safeguards
and standards there are, are insufficient, unenforceable and
after-the-fact.
• Contaminant limits set by government in industrial
wastes are irrelevant without independent analysis, monitoring and enforcement capabilities.
• Our government should be responsible for prohibiting
WATERSHED SENTINEL

landspreading of these industrial wastes until thorough and
independent testing proves that pulp mill sludge and fly ash
are safe to release into the public environment.
• Anything put on the land will eventually end up in
the water and in our bodies. It doesn’t take complicated
science, just basic common sense, to know that dangerous
chemicals will end up in our food chain. How will the waterways and aquifers be identified and monitored and who
is responsible for this? Will there be a fence or some structure to prevent accidental trespass onto lands spread with
industrial wastes? How will the contaminated wastes be
transported to the landspread site? Will the trucks be covered or will the contents simply be sprinkled with water?
The people who have lived near the Crofton mill for any
length of time, know the government’s history of monitoring landfills; how can we hope that they will safely spread
toxic wastes onto farm and forest lands?
Industry must be responsible for dealing with its
wastes and consider it a cost of doing business, instead of
pushing the cost onto our children. Contaminated industrial wastes (or “soil enhancers”, “organic
fertilizers”, “bio-solids”) should be
Sponsored by
sent to a properly lined hazardous
Reach for
waste (or “special” waste) landfill
Unbleached!
on the polluting industry’s private
c/o Box 39,
Whaletown BC V0P 1Z0
land, away from any waterways,
Vancouver BC
with leachate collection piped back
http://www.rfu.org
into their facilities.
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Soft wood
The northerners cried foul, claiming that the southerners were bullies and were imposing tariffs to protect their
own producers. After a few veiled attempts at negotiation,
the northerners appealed to various trade bodies and the
years passed.
Various rulings came down mostly supporting the
northerners (but the southerners won a few key rulings) yet
the southerners refused to comply. The northerners huffed,
and they puffed, and they threatened once, and they threatened twice. And when that didn’t work they threatened
again, but little changed.
Like most fairy tales, the mythology of softwood
lumber described above has some basis in fact. But as with
most stories that have grown to legendary proportions much
important detail is missing and or has been distorted.
Let’s start with identifying the truths.
1. The U.S. is a trade bully.
2. The U.S. is trying to protect its domestic producers.
by Will Horter, Dogwood Initiative
3. Canada has won most—but not all—of the trade
As the federal election heats up, Paul Martin, Stephen
panel rulings.
Harper and Jack Layton have all been talking tough about
The biggest distortion is the Canadian claim that trade
softwood lumber.
panels have confirmed that Canada does not subsidize its
The rhetoric is thick, but more reminiscent of a fairy
forest products. The opposite is true and this partially extale than a policy debate. If you believe the politicians –and
plains why the US is sticking to its position—saying that
the media and industry spokespeople—the softwood story
major reforms are needed in Canada before it will withdraw
goes like this.
tariffs.
Once upon a time there was a country which believed
In fact, virtually all trade panels have ruled that the
in beauty, honour and fair play. This country was full of
Canadian stumpage system (the way the Crown charges
good hearted people who made their livings as
loggers for Crown-owned timber) does confer a
hewers of wood, sowers of crops and sellers of
subsidy; they just disagree with the US method
energy. Their major customers were primarily
Canada
for calculating the subsidy, or have determined
located in the neighboring country to the south,
that the competing US timber industry has not
subsidizes been “injured.”
which was the biggest consumer of the wood,
grains, vegetables and energy produced by their
Canada and BC subsidize logging through a
logging
northern neighbor.
variety of circuitous policies that offset the true
For decades everyone was happy, until one
costs of logging. But the main subsidy results
day about twenty odd years ago when, according to their
from charging way too little for trees logged on Crown
northern neighbor, the southerners got greedy. This started
land.
a trade dispute that has lasted decades and left both sides
The governments’ own data prove this point: in BC
angry.
logging companies paid only 25 cents a cubic metre for
Instead of appreciating the northerners as good neighover 36% of the trees logged from Crown lands. On Haida
bors, the southerners slapped pesky tariffs on the products
Gwaii—which is world renowned for its huge spruce and
shipped south, arguing that the government in the north
cedar—companies paid only 25 cents a cubic metre for over
subsidized its companies by charging too little for raw
51% of the magnificent trees they logged in 2004.
materials like logs.
Would you allow someone to log a tree the size of the
WATERSHED SENTINEL
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Chiapas Amber Creations
Natural Untreated Chiapas Amber

average Canadian telephone pole from your backyard and
only pay you a quarter?
I doubt it.
Most of us trying to make sense of the softwood dispute get lost in the maze of almost incomprehensible trade
laws and seemingly contradictory WTO and NAFTA rulings. To get to the heart of the matter we only need to focus
on the low prices (stumpage) logging companies are paying
for our publicly owned wood.
A direct comparison of prices paid for logs, on both
sides of the border, also highlights the below-market value
(subsidized) prices paid in stumpage. An independent
study which corrected for differences in the way each
country scales (determined by the grade and size of a log),
has shown that ““log prices for cedar and hemlock species
are substantially lower in BC than in Washington and Oregon.”
In fact, BC charged only 41% to 53% of US prices
(from 1996-2001) for Cedar I Grade logs. The analysis was
carried out comparing selected grades of Cedar, Douglas
Fir and Hemlock logs. BC’s prices for these grades were
substantially less than the equivalent US grade in every
comparison.
Canada subsidizes logging. The sooner we acknowledge this and force our politicians to change the stumpage
system and other forest policies, the sooner we can solve
the softwood dispute and remove incentives that promote
unsustainable logging throughout the country.
No trade panel can do this. It is up to us as concerned
Canadians to hold our politicians accountable and to solve
the softwood dispute while we’re at it.
Once the stumpage system is changed to capture the
true value of logs from public forests, the underpinnings
for the softwood dispute will disappear and the US—trade
bullies that they are—will have little chance of imposing
tariffs.
Despite the rhetoric from politicians and pundits, there
are only two realistic options for solving the softwood dispute for the long term:
1. A negotiated agreement that imposes quotas or a
Canadian fee on exports, or
2. Revising Canadian forestry laws to get rid of subsidies and ensure the true value of publicly owned
timber is captured.
As a Canadian, I much prefer the latter. Yet have you
noticed that our politicians seldom mention it as a possible
solution?
I guess our politicians would rather blame the other
guy, believing in fairy tales and the like.

http://www.dogwoodinitiative.org/
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Red, Green and Blue Amber
22 million year old Fossils
Custom Lapidary Services
Custom made Beads
Mike 250-247-8527
info@amberbug.com

www.amberbug.com
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CONNECTING YOUR MONEY
W ITH YOUR VALUES
Caring Where Your Money Is Invested
Can Go Hand In Hand With Good Returns

TH E P I N C H G R O U P

405-2468 or 1-877-405-2400
For more information on Socially Responsible
Investing, call for a free package or visit:

www.pinchgroup.ca
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THOUGHTS ON THE FUTURE

A Statement
Leonard Peltier, a citizen of the Anishinabe and Lakota Nations, is a civil
rights activist who has spent more than twenty-seven years in US prison
for a crime he did not commit. He was wrongly extradited from Canada
on charges of a shooting at the Pine Ridge Reservation during American
Indian Movement resistance to assimilation. It is known that FBI COINTEL
agents, also involved in the arrest of Redwood activist Judi Bari for her
own bombing, were involved at Wounded Knee. Amnesty International
considers him a “political prisoner” who should be “immediately and unconditionally released.” Hundreds
of political and legal leaders support his release, from Desmond Tutu to the European Parliament. He has
refused to apply for parole because it involves an admission of guilt.

December 17, 2005
Aho my relations,
I again write to you on this day of mourning as I approach the end of 3O-years of deprived freedom. I am here to appease a vengeful government that has come onto our lands, committed genocide and continues to rob us of our history
and culture while giving away our land, murdering, and torturing our people. I am held here because of the corruption of
two countries (Canada and the United States) which illegally extradited me, and which led to an illegal conviction and imprisonment. Despite the incessant claims of this being a country of laws and an example to the world of justice, freedom,
and democracy, it is obvious that this Government protects whoever it wants, and imprisons and kills whoever it wants.
My imprisonment is one key example of what lengths this Government will go to in order to achieve its goal of repressing
indigenous dissent. The United States Government continually seeks to imprison all indigenous peoples on our land. The
US Government has been increasing its oppressive and tyrannical tactics. All peoples rights are being eroded and fears
are heightened as a tool to keep the war machine alive and increase the destruction of Mother Earth. Innocent people are
dying, not only in this country, but all over the world in the name of democracy and freedom. My elders before me said,
and I tell you now, The earth does not belong to us, we belong to the earth. And I want to say, this earth belongs to Tunkashala, the creator of all that is. There has already started a time of great cleansing upon the earth and this Government
has begun to crumble. The fabric of the constitution is soiled and torn.
We as human beings can give thanks or mourn, but if all that happens is no more than lip service, very little will happen
to correct things. In the traditions of my native people we barely had words of thanks. It was something that was shown
by action of giving or doing. We all breath the same air, are made of the same earth, and drink of the same water. We are
all more relative than we sometimes acknowledge. We need to do more than just what is right. We need to join together
and right what is wrong. It is time we all unite to stop the madness threatening the whole planet, and stand together with
those who go beyond words and deliver on the promise of freedom and justice, and against those guided by greed, arrogance, and prejudice.
Stay true, work in unity, confront the traitors, don’t be afraid, and don’t let our struggle die.
And finally, I mourn the loss of so many of our relatives over the past year and especially my brother Steve Robideau. I
appreciate you each and every one. Now, please organize and set out to correct the wrongs so that this day of mourning
will become a relic of the past.
In the Spirit of Crazy Horse,
Leonard Peltier
Mitakuye Oyasin
http://www.freepress.org/departments/display/15/2005/1635
http://www.freepeltier.org/
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ZTsunami letter continued from page 11
night who’s been to all these places recently and said
that he was appalled at the reconstruction job the government and international agencies and big NGOs were doing,
although he said there are small pockets where small orgs
are doing really good work.
Dr. Mohan had some recommendations about emergency delivery systems and mandatory drilling, earthquake-proofing and building siting; typical precautions and
preparations in progress on the BC coast but still not ‘solid’
in most places. He said that he saw and knew that a tsunami
was coming, but as it was a Sunday he could not get hold of
anybody in India by phone to spread the alert. The tribals
all knew something was up and retreated to the interior forests; none of them were killed and they lost very little.
He also talked about the bureaucratic aftermath, like
the fact that the government-controlled population database was completely destroyed, so that there is no documentation to check for identities of missing people, no way
of doing headcounts. The law there is that if no body is
produced then a person will not be declared dead until 12
years after they have disappeared, so the families of people
who were sucked off the coastal shelf and down thousands
of metres below the sea are having a difficult time claiming insurance and compensation. Rather than consoling
bereaved and displaced islanders, the media incited panic
by giving out misleading and speculative information in the
weeks after the tragedy.
It seems as if there is no way to prepare for a catastrophe that we don’t even want to anticipate. Is anyone who
can do anything about it really thinking about relocating 40
million Bangladeshis with only a 1m rise in sea level? For
the past 2 years there was drought in Tamil Nadu where we
are living because the northeast monsoon failed, and slumdwellers encroached on dry watercourses, especially in
Chennai (Madras). This year they were all flooded out, 3/4
of the state was flooded, and dozens of people have died in
the press at poorly-organized ration distributions. It’s eve-

ryone for themselves when hunger hits home. But then look
at the Bushites and their total negligence in New Orleans;
they only think for themselves and they never even have to
look at a single starving soul.
Even when we have a sense of what’s coming, there
are a zillion excuses for not putting some effort into doing
something to lessen the blow in the meantime, or a zillion
conflicting opinions about what should be done, or else a
zillion people with powerful aversions to change standing
in the way.
Not much hope, but good cause to keep the big picture
in mind and keep on trying.
Krista Roessingh, MSc. Candidate, Dept. of Ecology
and Environmental Science, Pondicherry University,
Pondicherry, India
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East side of Garibaldi Park, photo by Joe Foy

rabble
rousing in
the northern
rainforest
by Joe Foy

A River of Trees
It’s funny how a change of view can help focus your
mind. That’s exactly what happened to me on a recent
snowshoe backpacking trip into Garibaldi Provincial Park.
It started with a car trip from Vancouver with a friend
of mine, first to Whistler, then Pemberton and Mount Currie
then down the gravel forestry road along Lillooet Lake and
the lower Lillooet River to the eastern border of Garibaldi
Park near Glacier Lake. We arrived about midnight, pitched
our tent and settled in for the night.
In the morning we strapped on our snowshoes and
backpacks and began hiking up a steep logging road towards the park boundary. The temperature hovered around
freezing.
Did I say the logging road was steep? My oh my we
were tired after a short time. Partly to chart our progress
and partly as an excuse for rest breaks we would frequently
stop to check our altimeter and mark on the map how high
above sea level we were.
We started our hike at about 150 metres above sea level.
As we moved up the mountain slope we were delighted to
see all kinds of different animal tracks in the snow. Tracks of
bear, cougar, deer and several smaller creatures all crossed
the old logging road and disappeared into the surrounding
forests of Douglas fir, red cedar and big leaf maple.
But, later in the day as we passed 1000 metres in elevation the only tracks to be seen in the snow were from the
odd jackrabbit.
At the 1,500 metre mark we finally hit the end of the
logging road and entered the park in an enchantingly beautiful and hauntingly quiet snow-encrusted forest of twisted
yellow cedar trees and wind sculpted alpine firs. The temperature in the high country began to drop as soon as the
sun disappeared behind the peaks. By 7 pm it was 15 below
zero. No wonder so many creatures shun the high country
in winter!
A day later, after pitching our tent for the night on a
WATERSHED SENTINEL

snowbound ridge at the 1,800 metre level, I snowshoed over
to a bluff and looked down at the great expanse of the Lillooet River Valley far below.
Surrounding the valley as far as the eye could see were
the icy peaks of the Coast Range. The valley bottom forests
looked like a river of trees winding through the mountains.
Here and there the forest river was constricted by fresh
clearcuts.
I was thinking about all the critters that were living in
that river of trees. And in particular I was thinking about
spotted owls.
The Wilderness Committee and Sierra Legal Defence Fund have just released a report about the plight of
Canada’s spotted owl population. Numbering about 500
breeding pairs before the start of commercial logging in
southwest BC, owl numbers are now down to less than two
dozen individuals and dropping, due to continued logging
of their low elevation forest habitat. The biggest logger of
their habitat is the BC government through its BC Timber
Sales program.
The Canadian spotted owl population is hovering on
the brink of extinction. A number of conservation groups
have recently launched a federal court case in a bid to force
the government of Canada to step in and save the owl forest
that remains.
The groups have called for about 300,000 hectares
of low elevation Lower Mainland older forests outside of
parks to be preserved in order to save the spotted owl as
well as a host of other forest dependant species.
From my mountaintop perch I could clearly see that
Garibaldi, like so many of our provincial parks, does a
pretty good job of protecting high elevation watersheds.
But to conserve the full circle of life, its time to protect the
river of trees found on the valley bottoms and lower slopes
of Southern BC.
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On the brink of extinction
Due to continued logging of their low elevation forest habitat.

To see a copy of the report
In Defence of Canada’s
Spotted Owl go to www.
wildernesscommittee.org
> Recent Publications >
Spotted Owl Report.
Joe Foy is Campaign Director
for the Western Canada
Wilderness Committee,
Canada’s largest citizen funded
membership based wilderness
preservation organization.
WCWC currently has 28,000
members from coast to coast to
coast.
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No one knows what the future will bring to
the land and our lives, but all of us at the
Watershed Sentinel wish all our readers a
joyous and satisfying New Year.
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